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The Quality Guarantee
of the CLP Consultants
1. Quality Guarantee
CLP is considered as the leading service provider for coaching,
training and mentoring for lawyers in the german-speaking
countries. As THE competent partner for workshops, trainings
and seminars in the field of marketing and communication,
leadership and change management, pitching and acquisition,
target group and target group legal, soft skills and personal development for law firms and lawyers, legal departments and lawyers, CLP guarantees quality: legal professionalism and competence of coaches, trainers and speakers. For this reason, Dr.
Geertje Tutschka‘s team of CLP consultants consists exclusively
of highly qualified and experienced lawyers and attorneys with
certified additional qualifications as coaches and/or trainers
who voluntarily promise following:
§ 2 Legal Qualification
I prove my legal qualification with my final/exam certificates. I prove my professional experience by a short vita to the professional
stations essential for my competence and if necessary publications.
§ 3 Trainer Qualification
I prove my qualification by completing at least one trainer-, coaching- or comparable education/training program.
§ 4 References
I can provide at least two meaningful references/testimonials
for my work as a trainer, coach or consultant.

§ 6 Evidence
All the necessary supporting documents must be submitted with
the application. If I extend my term as a speaker, I will not be required to resubmit my papers; however, CLP must be informed
immediately if these no longer apply.
§ 7 Further Development
As a CLP consultant, I am committed to continuous development. I demonstrate at least 5 hours of annual further training in
my legal or instructor skills.
§ 8 Ethics Code
I undertake to work in a serious, trustworthy, competent, serviceoriented and integer manner. I do not use ideas from Esotheric
or Scientology. As a CLP consultant, I represent CLP and do not
promote other comparable vendors.
I declare to be sufficiently healthy mentally and physically and in
particular not to be under medication that alters consciousness
or the like. I deal responsibly with my health.
§ 9 Network Competence
I support the CLP expert network.
§ 10 Commitment
I am committed to my CLP consultant work.

§ 5 Consultancy Competence
CLP will immediately convince itself of my competence as a
consultant by experiencing CLP either in training or as a speaker
or by being able to convince CLP of my competence in an individual interview.
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